POLICING THE POLICE: THE ROLE OF THE COURTS AND THE PROSECUTION

The Conference on New York City's Criminal Courts asked, “Are We Achieving Justice.” Given that those courts contended with approximately 190,000 misdemeanor arrests in 2003, up from 130,000 in 1993, the question is increasingly relevant and important. This Essay focuses on how, and whether, the component parts of the courts-- judges, court administrators, and prosecutors--promote justice by actively and critically monitoring or overseeing the police. Police action triggers the courts' and institutional players' opportunities to influence justice. After an accused is deposited at the door of the court, all components of the criminal justice system must carefully and rigorously inspect the underlying police activity. It is time to ask whether anyone is carrying out this vital task.

This is an especially timely inquiry. While reported crime in New York City is at its lowest level in decades, the number of misdemeanor arrests has risen dramatically. As a result, criminal justice policy is increasingly revealed in the lower criminal court.

Two factors are responsible for the explosion in misdemeanor arrests. First, during the term of Mayor David Dinkins, the “Safe Streets Safe City” initiative resulted in a marked expansion in the size of the New York City Police Department (“NYPD”). More police officers created the potential for more arrests. Second, the influence of the “Broken Windows” theory and the advent of “quality-of-life” policing under Mayor Rudolph Giuliani unleashed that massive police force in such a way that encouraged misdemeanor arrests for relatively minor misconduct. Giuliani's initiative, formally titled Police Strategy No. 5: Reclaiming the Public Spaces of New York, focused the police on low-level offenses such as panhandling and public urination, and concomitantly gave the green light to precinct police officers to make arrests that were formerly the province of specialized units. In short order, New York City quality-of-life policing came to be about much more than order maintenance. Then-Police Commissioner William Bratton saw additional benefits to the enormous increase in minor offense arrests--often, those arrested were carrying contraband (i.e., weapons or narcotics), had outstanding warrants, or were able to provide information about other crimes. Yet another ancillary “benefit” served to solidify law enforcement's resolve to arrest more and more individuals. In 1996, John Royster was arrested for brutal attacks on four women over a period of several days. Fingerprints recovered at one of the crime scenes matched those taken from Royster when he was arrested three months earlier for jumping the turnstile. The result was the complete transformation of quality-of-life, Broken Windows order maintenance policing into “zero tolerance” for any offense. No longer were the police targeting low-level offenses to restore social order; instead, their modus operandi was to catch more serious criminals. The motivation to arrest even more people grew accordingly. As one scholar observed succinctly, “Never before have so many been arrested for so little.” The increased interactions between police and individuals was felt most by young black and Latino men, and complaints of police abuse and brutality rose by almost fifty percent.
The spike in misdemeanor arrests, especially for low-level offenses, is not the only warning sign that such cases demand careful examination. The proliferation of DNA exonerations of previously convicted individuals provides incontrovertible proof that many defendants are actually innocent and/or wrongly convicted. A recent study of exonerations in murder and rape cases “suggests that there are thousands of innocent people in prison today,” and that “many innocent people have been convicted of less serious crimes.”

The disparate impact of the present policing on people of color has also been well documented. In 1999, the shooting of Amadou Diallo by four police officers focused attention on the behavior of the NYPD's Street Crimes Unit (“SCU”). SCU was primarily concerned with finding illegal handguns. In 1998, the year before the Diallo shooting, SCU reported stopping and frisking 27,061 people, of whom only 4647 were arrested. Put another way, nearly 22,000 people were mistakenly or improperly searched. After an exhaustive examination of the NYPD's “stop and frisk” practices, the New York State Attorney General reported that blacks and Latinos disproportionately bore the brunt of this aggressive policing. The New York City Civilian Complaint Review Board (“CCRB”) examined NYPD “stop and frisk” activity by reviewing complaints filed by people who had been stopped on the street and frisked by a police officer. The CCRB found that “African-Americans were over-represented in this sample of street-stop complaints, while whites were underrepresented.”

In January 2000, the NYPD implemented a narcotics enforcement initiative called “Operation Condor.” Two months later, Patrick Dorismond was approached by an undercover Condor officer who asked him where he could buy marijuana. Somehow, after Mr. Dorismond “reacted angrily,” he was shot and killed. In much the same way that the killing of Amadou Diallo prompted an inquiry into the policy and behavior of the SCU, the killing of Patrick Dorismond led to questions concerning Operation Condor. It soon became apparent that “75 percent of the arrests under [Condor] have been for misdemeanors or even lesser offenses, known as violations.” The focus on relatively minor crimes and violations, and the concomitant disproportionate impact on people of color, in many ways characterize the NYPD's criminal justice policy of the past decade. In fact, one of the architects of the “Broken Windows” theory, James Q. Wilson, observed presciently, and frighteningly, that the overwhelming desire to reduce crime might mean that “[y]oung black and Hispanic men will probably be stopped more often than older white Anglo males or women of any race.”

The motivations for, and consequences of, the creation and implementation of these police strategies have been the subject of much analysis and debate. Yet, what happens to those arrested pursuant to these strategies has been glaringly bereft of critical review. What happens with these cases inside the walls of the criminal courts is a question that remains unanswered.

Over twenty years ago, the Association of the Bar of the City of New York issued a report bemoaning the lack of trials in the New York City Criminal Court. The report noted that only one-half of one percent of all misdemeanor cases went to trial in the preceding year. By all accounts, the situation is even more dire--there are tens of thousands more misdemeanor cases, yet the trial rate is actually plummeting. In addition to the dearth of jury verdicts, there are also very few determinations of the constitutionality of the police officers' probable cause to stop, search, and arrest. The court does not even appear to keep records of the number of suppression hearings held, let alone the outcomes of those hearings. The result is virtually unfettered, unchecked police activity and discretion. Once an officer makes an arrest, it is for all intents and purposes insulated from any meaningful challenge or review.

The free reign given to the police is even more troubling when considered in light of the well-documented history of police misconduct and corruption in New York City. In 1992, then New York City Mayor David N. Dinkins assembled the Mollen Commission in response to numerous and spreading allegations of drug dealing and corruption in several police precincts. The Commission's charge was “to investigate the nature and extent of corruption in the Department; to evaluate the Department's procedures for preventing and detecting corruption; and to recommend changes and improvements in those procedures.” The creation of a Commission to investigate the NYPD has become something of a ritual in New York City. One of the members of the Mollen Commission wrote about the “apparent twenty-year cycles of police corruption scandals.” The Commission itself observed that “[f]or the past century, police corruption scandals in New York City have run in a regular twenty-year cycle of scandal, reform, backslide, and fresh scandal.” Indeed, the recent arrest and indictment of an NYPD
detective and his retired partner has all the hallmarks of the behavior that precipitated the assembling of the Mollen Commission
and other similar commissions.\textsuperscript{42}

\textsuperscript{*323} As one considers the myriad reasons why police misconduct so regularly reoccurs, it is necessary to consider the typical
responses to it. As the story of corruption begins to unfold, the airwaves become replete with prosecutors vowing full and
thorough investigations and promising to bring the full force of the law to bear.\textsuperscript{43} In the scandal's wake comes the usual hand-
wringing and calls for revamping the Police Department and creating independent police review boards.\textsuperscript{44} Inevitably, the
ensuing wrangling between those who favor and those who oppose such oversight deflects attention from the underlying issue--
how best to police police corruption. Surely there are a multitude of reasons why the problem persists, but it is time to look
critically at the responses of the legal system's institutional players-- particularly, the courts and the prosecutors.

My focus is on a particular type of corruption--what the Mollen Commission termed “falsifications.”\textsuperscript{45} The Mollen Commission
divided this type of corruption into three categories: “testimonial perjury, as when an officer testifies falsely under oath . . .
; documentary perjury, as when an officer swears falsely under oath in an affidavit or criminal complaint; and falsification
of police records, as when an officer falsifies the facts and circumstances of an arrest in police reports.”\textsuperscript{46} Not only do these
“falsifications” directly impact the courts, but, according to the Commission, they are “probably the most common form of
corruption facing the criminal justice system.”\textsuperscript{47} In fact, the Commission found that the police practice of falsification
was so prevalent in some precincts that it generated its own term--“testilying.”\textsuperscript{48} These findings are not revelations.\textsuperscript{*324}
The belief that police falsification is ubiquitous is widely held.\textsuperscript{49}

What, then, have been the responses to this sweeping indictment? How has the judiciary responded to the revelation that some
percentage of police officers were testifying falsely in their courts, swearing falsely to criminal complaints, and/or falsifying
police reports?

Testimonial perjury--false testimony under oath--rears its head particularly in suppression hearings.\textsuperscript{50} The Mollen Commission
found that corrupt officers “manufactured facts” to justify unlawful searches and arrests.\textsuperscript{51} According to the Commission, “a
common tale was the person dropped a bag . . . as the officers approached.”\textsuperscript{52} This so-called “dropsy” testimony, designed to
overcome any constitutional objection to the police activity, is not new. In People v. McMurty,\textsuperscript{53} Criminal Court Judge Irving
Younger discussed the sudden emergence of “dropsy” testimony, and observed that it was only after the Supreme Court applied
the exclusionary rule to the states in Mapp v. Ohio\textsuperscript{54} that he heard police officers \textsuperscript{*325} testify that defendants dropped drugs
as the police approached.\textsuperscript{55} The logic behind “dropsy” testimony is simple--if the defendant dropped the evidence then there
is no search to complain of. One study of pre-and post-Mapp cases raised similar issues of police perjury, and concluded that
“police are lying about the circumstances of such arrests so that the contraband . . . will be admissible.”\textsuperscript{56} Judge Younger urged
over thirty years ago that “dropsy” testimony “should be scrutinized with especial caution.”\textsuperscript{57}

So then, what happens at hearings when police officers espouse “dropsy” testimony or manufacture other facts to justify illegal
searches?\textsuperscript{58} Are lying police officers caught by judges presiding over suppression hearings? Although there is no hard data,
the anecdotal evidence indicates that police officers “testify” with relative impunity.

Searches reveal precious few cases where evidence was suppressed based on testimonial perjury.\textsuperscript{60} Given the Mollen
Commission's finding that it is part of the most common form of corruption facing the criminal justice system,\textsuperscript{61} and the
recognition that police perjury is indeed a widespread problem,\textsuperscript{62} this is worrisome, to say the least. Ironically, rather than
subjecting police testimony to some form of heightened scrutiny, especially regarding dropsy cases, it appears that courts imbue
police testimony with heightened credence. As the Mollen Commission concluded, “In short, the tolerance the criminal justice
system exhibits takes the form of a lesser level of scrutiny when it comes to police officers' testimony.\textsuperscript{*326} Fewer questions
are asked; weaker explanations are accepted.”\textsuperscript{63}

The language used in the few opinions where evidence was suppressed based on apparent police falsification is also telling. The courts' choice of words seems to reflect deliberate efforts to avoid calling police officers “liars.”\textsuperscript{64} Typically, the opinion
states that the officer's testimony was “tailored to nullify constitutional objection.” Even in those cases where the courts use harsher language, they steer clear from calling the officer a liar or perjurer.

One might imagine, given the rarity with which police officers are deemed incredible, that those select few officers would be subject to dire consequences. The NYPD, however, has shown little interest in policing falsifications. While disappointing, to say the least, it is not unexpected. Ever since there have been police departments, much has been written about the unwillingness and inability of the police to police itself. Trial judges, who observe the witness swear to tell the truth and then willingly, brazenly, and publicly violate that oath, occupy another position entirely. And, no matter how gently and carefully it is labeled, a finding of police incredibility is another way of saying that the officer committed a crime--perjury.

Contrast a case where evidence is suppressed because of police perjury with one where evidence is suppressed because the officer, while testifying truthfully, did not have the requisite quantum of information to support his actions. While both result in “illegal” or “unlawful” searches, the one predicated on perjury is “illegal” in the truest sense of the word. Yet, judges by and large do not refer these cases to the appropriate law enforcement authorities.

Are judges aware of the problem of police testimonial perjury? One judge in New York City candidly admitted as much: “Few have not been troubled by police testimony obviously tailored or patently false.” One commentator observed that the “regular participants in the criminal justice system” -- judges included--all know that police officers commit perjury. Perhaps, while judges may acknowledge the existence of police perjury generally, it is an altogether different proposition to discern and label it in a particular case. This may be especially true when dealing with a professional, experienced police officer witness.

Yet, we are told that perjury exists, and so it must be discovered. Instead of accepting police testimony as truthful, judges should be skeptical and scrutinize the testimony in the way suggested by Judge Younger thirty-five years ago. They should listen carefully for catch phrases designed to justify warrantless searches. One judge has suggested that to overcome police fabrications judges must also take a more active role in determining the facts. In that case, the judge ordered a crime scene visit to verify independently the testimony's credibility and accuracy. Perhaps above all, judges must be willing to find and state that a police officer has committed perjury.

What, then, about those exceptional cases where judges do find the police witness to be incredible? Given how rare it is for a judge to make such a finding, one imagines that the offending officer's testimony must have been beyond the pale. Surely in those cases the judges refer the perjurer to the appropriate NYPD and prosecutorial authorities. Apparently, even in cases finding testimonial falsification, judges are loath to report the “testifier” to the appropriate authorities.

No doubt, part of the judicial reluctance is grounded in concerns of certainty--how sure should a judge be before referring a police officer for investigation? The standards that govern prosecutors are illuminating. Prosecutors are advised to file charges if there is probable cause to believe the defendant committed the crime. One scholar suggests that prosecutors actually need only a “fair possibility” of guilt in order to commence a prosecution. It stretches credulity to imagine that a judge finding that an officer had tailored his testimony to overcome constitutional requirements would not concomitantly have probable cause, or a fair possibility, to believe the officer committed perjury. Judges must strive to uncover perjury, and, when they do root it out, they must not let their findings go unnoticed.

For all the varieties of police falsification, perhaps the most revealing was the practice of “trading collars.” Not content to exaggerate or lie about what they did or did not do during the arrest, in this recurring scenario police officers testified about events that occurred when they were not even present:

In one precinct we investigated, a cooperating officer told us of a regular pattern of “trading collars.” The purpose of this practice was to accumulate overtime pay for the officers involved. In the scheme, the police officer who actually arrested the defendant would pass off the arrest to a colleague who was not involved or even present at the time of the arrest. Trading collars was done to maximize the overtime pay because the regular day off of the officer taking the arrest coincided with the likeliest date for a required court appearance. The officer who took
the arrest would get all the details from the actual arresting officer, fill out the arrest papers, interview with the District Attorney, and, if necessary, testify to the circumstances of the arrest.  

The critical question is what has the judiciary done post-Mollen Commission to make sure it is able to ferret out perjury, and that it never again becomes a complicit or unwitting participant in police falsifications. How have judges responded to the embarrassing and terrifying revelation that they were being duped in many cases? What has the Criminal Court done in response to the clarion call for judicial oversight of the Police Department? Can it be that all the judiciary is doing is relying on the NYPD to better police itself? How many more scandals must there be before the court changes the way it does business? The problem persists because police officers have learned since time immemorial that they can get away with it. It is time for the judiciary to look itself in the mirror and acknowledge its role, however unintentional, in the police falsifications unearthed by the Mollen Commission. “Testiliers” correctly learned that their lies would be credited, or, even if not, that they would not suffer any ill consequences.

There are other ways the judiciary can more effectively combat police falsifications. It is well past time for the judiciary to reconsider the use of the guilty plea, especially the guilty plea early in the proceedings, as the engine that drives the Criminal Court. For too long, police corruption has been buried under an avalanche of guilty pleas:

A large part of the problem is that once officers falsify the basis for an arrest, search, or other action in a Department record--such as an arrest report, complaint report, search warrant application, or evidence voucher--to avoid Departmental or criminal charges, they must stick to their story even under oath when swearing to a criminal complaint or giving testimony before a trial jury. But officers know that the operation of the criminal justice system itself usually protects them from having to commit testimonial perjury before a grand jury or at trial. The vast majority of charges for narcotics or weapons possession crimes result in pleas without the necessity of grand jury or trial testimony, thus obviating officers' concerns about the risk of detection and possible exposure to criminal charges of perjury.

The high volume of pleas at arraignments is especially alarming given that the defense lawyer has just met the client and has not yet investigated and researched the facts and law of the case. The threat of pretrial detention causes many defendants to strike a Faustian bargain--rather than contest the charges, they plead guilty in exchange for their freedom. In the words of one authority on the Criminal Court, “Judges may, especially in misdemeanor cases, set bail at a level they expect is too great for the defendant to make, and then indicate to the defendant that were he to plead guilty the sentence would be time served and he'd be released from custody.”

To best perform their justice-seeking mission, judges should encourage meaningful examinations of the facts and circumstances of the arrest. Presently, it is commonplace for judges to revoke plea offers if the defendant insists on a pretrial suppression hearing. It is also typically the case that a conviction after trial results in a sentence substantially higher than that attached to a guilty plea offer. The predictable result is a slew of guilty pleas that serve to insulate police practice from scrutiny.

It may well be the case that transformation of the judicial reliance on guilty pleas, especially at the accused's initial court appearance, is also mandated by judicial ethics codes. According to the American Bar Association Standards, judges are charged with “safeguarding the rights of the accused.” Surely, the accused's right to a jury trial and to be free from unlawful searches and seizures falls within the ambit of that admonition. Judges must actively “safeguard” the defendant's rights. The notion of judges as active participants is not far-fetched. In other contexts, commentators have called on the judiciary to play a more active role to ensure that all litigants have access to justice. The advent of problem-solving courts has spawned a new way of thinking about a judge's role in court proceedings. Problem-solving judges are asked to take on a more participatory, active role in the resolution of the cases in their courts.
In a related context, it is not uncommon these days for judges to publicly make themselves heard regarding their critical views about existing laws. Some have even suggested that organizations of judges should lobby against unfair laws, or, at a minimum, take a public stance.

In a similar vein, judges should recognize and acknowledge the importance of suppression hearings when considering a defense motion to suppress evidence. If those hearings are the place where police falsification is most likely to rear its head, then it behooves the court to hold more, not fewer, suppression hearings. One would think that the publicized recognition about the disproportionate impact of present policing policies on people of color, and the increasing acknowledgement that many are wrongly convicted, would compel the courts to examine the basis for the search and seizure in every case. Yet, in actuality the trend seems to be toward narrow and overly strict interpretations of case law as a means to deny defendants suppression hearings.

Once a hearing is commenced, it must be viewed as an opportunity to discover the truth. Judges should refrain from sacrificing the truth-seeking function of the hearing at the altar of judicial expediency and economy. If cross-examination is indeed the best method to ascertain the truth, then courts should not unduly limit the scope and nature of the cross. Similarly, the court should demand that the prosecutor call as witnesses the police officers most directly involved in the arrest. Increasingly, prosecutors are using hearsay upon hearsay to make their case. This provides another layer of insulation for a corrupt police officer. Finally, the court should be more willing to allow the defense to call any witness the police officers involved with the arrest. Undoubtedly, some of these changes might result in greater demands on police time. The key question is whether the court should be most concerned with causing the police officer some degree of inconvenience, or with critically examining what occurred. The Mollen Report and the New York City history of police scandals should answer that question easily.

By turning their focus to the underlying actions of the police, the courts will return to the lofty ideals of the exclusionary rule and the critical role of the judiciary. In Weeks v. United States, the Court established the rule excluding in a federal prosecution evidence obtained by federal agents in violation of the defendant's Fourth Amendment rights. Subsequently, in Mapp v. Ohio, the Court extended the exclusionary rule to the states as a matter of constitutional law so that evidence obtained in violation of the Constitution was inadmissible in a criminal trial in state court. Over time, the Court has made clear that the exclusionary rule's “primary purpose is to deter unlawful police conduct and thereby effectuate the guarantee of the Fourth Amendment against unreasonable searches and seizures.” Put another way, “Its purpose is to deter-- to compel respect for the constitutional guaranty in the only effectively available way--by removing the incentive to disregard it.” The logic is straightforward--evidence must be suppressed in order to deter the police from violating the Constitution.

If, on the other hand, evidence is virtually never suppressed, illegal searches will thrive. No doubt the findings of the Mollen Commission and the New York State Attorney General support that conclusion. Perhaps former Chief Justice Warren Burger put it best, “The rule has rested on a theory that suppression of evidence in these cases was imperative to deter law enforcement authorities from using improper methods to obtain evidence.” Burger went on to observe that law enforcement would be deterred if the evidence is “suppressed often enough.” Suffice it to say that the Criminal Court has long since abandoned this critical role, and we all pay the price with the outbreak of every police scandal and/or publication of reports detailing stop and frisk abuses on our streets.

What do the courts as a whole now do differently? How have the courts changed in the quality-of-life, zero tolerance policing, post-Mollen Commission world? In the past decade, so-called problem-solving courts have begun to dot the judicial landscape. Drug treatment courts, domestic violence courts, community courts and even commercial courts, have evolved from interesting pilot projects to mainstream court administration. Under the leadership of Chief Judge Judith Kaye, New York has assumed the position as the state judiciary most committed to reinventing the way its courts do business. Problem-solving courts “use the coercive authority of the courts to achieve more meaningful case outcomes,” and “broaden the focus of legal proceedings from fact-finding and narrow legal issues to changing the future behavior of litigants (and the future well-being of communities).” Leading proponents of problem-solving courts revel in the prospects of “full-scale reform of
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The State's Chief Administrative Judge speaks of "institutionalizing the problem-solving approach into the very fabric of what we do in the courts on a daily basis." Court innovation is to be commended. Unquestionably, the age-old way of doing business in the Criminal Court was not working on any measure, and it is no small accomplishment to reform the culture of the courts. Still, the problem-solving court movement must be carefully scrutinized. Although imbued with noble goals, it is imperative to ask whether these courts actually encourage or discourage a probing, critical examination of how the police came to bring the accused under the thumb of the criminal justice system in the first place.

The advent of problem-solving courts coincides with the massive influx of misdemeanor arrests. In fact, the increase in caseloads is typically cited as perhaps the primary impetus for the development of these courts. A careful look backward is informative. On July 6, 1994, New York City Police Commissioner William Bratton and Mayor Rudolph Giuliani formally unveiled their quality-of-life initiative. The very next day, the Mollen Commission issued its long-awaited report detailing widespread police corruption. The quality-of-life program focused on low-level misbehavior, and decentralized police practice so that precinct officers could intervene in all types of cases, rather than deferring to specialized units. Ironically, especially coming the day before the release of the Mollen Report, the specialized unit approach had been put into place about twenty years earlier following the Knapp Commission's report on police corruption. What was the court to do once confronted simultaneously with the findings of the Mollen Commission and with the aftermath of quality-of-life, zero tolerance policing? The burgeoning court dockets presaged problem-solving courts and changes in the way the courts do business, but there has been no corresponding judicial response to the Mollen Report.

So, just as volumes of misdemeanor cases came to dominate court calendars, problem-solving approaches began to permeate judicial attitudes. As the net widened, and the police arrested more people--primarily people of color--for relatively minor transgressions, the courts began to change their focus. In fact, zero tolerance policing and problem-solving courts operate on a similar principle--once you have someone under your control, you have the opportunity to uncover and tend to larger problems. We cannot, and must not, uncouple the proliferation of problem-solving courts from the underlying police activity that brought the accused into court.

Problem-solving courts seek to promote a mindset of cooperation among all the institutional players. Defense lawyers are urged to shift from a litigation-based, adversarial approach to a team-based problem-solving ideal. Typical of the descriptions of these courts are comments about the Red Hook Community Justice Center in Brooklyn, New York: "The prosecutor and defense lawyer are part of the same team, working on the long-term best interests of individual defendants and the community." While defense attorneys are encouraged to fundamentally change the ways they defend their clients, there have been no corresponding changes to the constitutional standard of effective assistance of counsel or to the rules of professional ethics.

Proponents of problem-solving courts and its teamwork emphasis aver that the adversarial system is not working. It is more accurate, however, to note that the Criminal Court is not, and has never been, adversarial. Ever since Gideon v. Wainwright spawned the development of public defender offices across the country, commentators have detailed the widespread deficiencies of many indigent defense providers. Whether due to staggering caseloads, institutional pressures, organizational cooptation, or bureaucratic allegiances to other players in the court system, the proclivities of indigent defense attorneys to plead out their clients are well-documented. Several leading proponents of problem-solving courts put in simply--"All too many courtrooms have become 'plea bargain mills.'" Although the Criminal Court has been fraught with problems, an overabundance of adversarialism is not one of them. As one scholar observed, "the American system as it actually operates in most cases looks much more like what common lawyers would describe as a non-adversarial, administrative system of justice than like the adversarial model they idealize." In this day and age, what we actually need to develop is a true, full-scale adversarial system where hearings and trials are the norm.

Other commentators believe that by abandoning even the semblance of the adversarial system, and in so doing pushing aside concerns of probable cause and culpability, problem-solving courts inappropriately fast forward to sentencing. Particularly...
troubling are those courts that encourage defendants, implicitly or explicitly, to plead guilty early in the proceedings. 135 Additional due process concerns are raised in those courts that impose pre-adjudication conditions on the accused. 136 The result is a system exactly the opposite of one that encourages a probing examination of the underlying arrest and the accused's culpability. 137 Instead, problem-solving courts focus on treatment, usually part of sentencing discussions. At best, you end up with a system of social service *341 programs grafted onto people, many of whom did not need to be in the Criminal Court in the first place. 138

Whose problems do these courts purport to solve? The courts'? The prosecution's? Law enforcement's? Society's? The defendants'? And, what is the problem they purport to solve? Recidivism? Public safety? Public perceptions about the courts and justice? Public perceptions about, and fear of, crime? Court efficiency in the face of huge caseloads? Alcohol and drug abuse? These are obvious and vital questions for any discussion about problem-solving courts. 139 If the courts are concerned with the defendant and his “problems,” then we must ask what sort of therapeutic value is added by the problem-solving court.

Well before terms like problem-solving courts and “therapeutic jurisprudence”*342 came into the vernacular, scholars found that defendants cared about more than the outcomes of their cases. To the surprise of some, it turned out that defendants also cared deeply about the process and whether they were treated fairly. 141 In fact, many suggested that treating defendants fairly increased the chances that they would avoid future misconduct. 142

*342 The defendants' feelings of unfairness did not have to do with whether they were treated therapeutically or whether their problems were solved. Rather, defendants clamored for what boils down to basic due process. They wanted an advocate to fight for their rights, and for a judge to give them their day in court. Defendants voiced particular concerns about their lawyers. So-called consumer perspective studies consistently reflect complaints that lawyers failed to provide advice or counsel. 143 Instead, countless defendants stated that their lawyers simply urged them, vociferously, to plead guilty. 144 Defendants wanted, not surprisingly, an advocate; a lawyer who would fight to enforce their rights. If we truly cared about therapeutic value to the accused of court proceedings, we would strive mightily to ensure that every defendant felt like he had his day in court and that all his rights were protected. Those do not seem to be high priority goals of the problem-solving courts. 145

One of the early criticisms of problem-solving courts was that they were coercive. If the defendant wanted treatment, he had to plead guilty. Litigating a case seemed to foreclose the possibility of ever receiving a meaningful sentence. Some challenged the allegation of coerciveness by arguing that the claim must be examined in context. 146 If problem-solving courts are indeed coercive, then, they argued, plea rates in those courts would be greater than in the standard Criminal Court. One study found comparable plea rates in the Midtown Community Court and the traditional Criminal *343 Court in New York City. 147 While those results may lead to the conclusion that problem-solving courts are no more coercive than the vanguard Criminal Courts, that is, at best, cold comfort. Surely, not even the most avid proponent of problem-solving courts can take comfort in the knowledge that plea rates are comparable to what has been aptly described as a “plea mill.” 148

That highlights a fundamental problem. Problem-solving courts simply do not address police accountability which is, for many, the main “problem” confronting the Criminal Court. A look back at the stop-and-frisk controversy occasioned by the shooting of Amadou Diallo serves to underscore the seriousness of the problem of unexamined police behavior. According to the “stop and frisk” forms filled out by police officers, approximately eighty percent of those stopped and frisked were either mistakenly or improperly stopped. 149 In fact, the numbers are much greater. As New York's Attorney General, Eliot Spitzer, observed,

I've spoken to many officers who say that they do not fill out the forms . . . for every stop-and-frisk, and that they may fill out, at most, 1 in 5, or 1 in 10. In which case we may have had several hundred thousand stops-and-frisks, with only the five to ten thousand arrests, in which case the ratio would become that much more overwhelming . . . . 150

The further recognition that the victims of this rampant stop-and-frisk practice were overwhelmingly young black and Latino men led him to conclude that police searches were “the most serious civil rights issue . . . facing the city.” 151 That is indeed a “problem”; a huge problem. Communities of color are under siege. In a series of interviews with more than forty black and
Latino residents of Bedford-Stuyvesant and Bushwick, a reporter found that “[a]ll but a handful of those interviewed said they or a relative had been stopped for questioning by the police.”

What is the court's response to this problem? Problem-solving courts, for all the good they can do, do not address this “most serious civil rights issue.” No doubt the failure of the courts to confront police behavior is part of the reason that poll after poll, survey after survey, finds that people of color have much less faith in the courts than do whites. That, too, is a problem the courts must address.

While problem-solving may well be therapeutic for the community, and even the accused, does it address concerns about innocence, racially motivated arrests, and police falsifications? Shouldn't courts be investigating more cases? Shouldn't courts be holding more suppression hearings and more trials? Instead, it seems that problem-solving courts, with their emphasis on sentencing and treatment, further imbed a culture of pleas and blind faith in police activity. By focusing on “helping” the accused, and often “demanding” guilty pleas in the process, these courts serve ironically to better insulate police falsifications from ever coming to the surface.

The Mollen Commission's second category of police falsification is called “documentary perjury” --where an officer swears falsely under oath in an affidavit or criminal complaint. Once again, police engage in this form of corruption because they know they can, and do, get away with it. In 2004, more than 190,000 people were arrested on misdemeanor charges in New York City. The overwhelming majority were people of color. Factor in growing concerns about innocence and the ever present specter of police corruption and it becomes clear that judges must meaningfully review the pleadings as early as possible.

In People v. Dumas, the Court of Appeals of New York stressed that a misdemeanor complaint must allege “facts of an evidentiary character” demonstrating “reasonable cause” to believe the accused committed the crime charged. The complaints at issue contained merely conclusory statements and were dismissed as facially insufficient. The court emphasized the critical nature of the reasonable cause determination by pointing out that a misdemeanor complaint can serve as the basis for an arrest warrant, and is designed to provide the court with sufficient facts to decide whether the accused should be held for further proceedings. Given the consequences that can flow from a misdemeanor complaint, it is entirely appropriate that it be comprised of evidentiary facts instead of conclusory statements.

Just one year later, the court applied the logic of Dumas to “informations.” The court held that an information must demonstrate both “reasonable cause” and a legally sufficient or prima facie case. As revealed by Judge Bellacosa in his concurring opinion, the court was well aware of the impact of its holding and the “practicalities encountered in prosecuting the relatively greater numbers of these relatively less serious crimes,” but the need for specific factual allegations was seen as necessary “so that such prosecutions do not become routinized or treated by anyone as insignificant or unimportant.” Amazingly, the call for accusatory instruments with evidentiary facts has simply spawned a slew of accusatory instruments containing remarkably similar, canned language. Judges must avoid lapsing into perfunctory review of sufficiency and reasonable cause, and their critical scrutiny of the accusatory instrument should take place at the arraignment.

Falsifying records, primarily police reports, is the third category of police falsification. The judiciary can best police this form of corruption by monitoring discovery practice. The criminal discovery procedure embodied in Article 240 was enacted almost twenty-five years ago, and was intended to promote the greater, freer, and earlier exchange of information between the parties. As the court stated in People v. Copicotto, the discovery statute

evinces a legislative determination that the trial of a criminal charge should not be a sporting event where each side remains ignorant of facts in the hands of the adversary until events unfold at trial. Broader pretrial discovery enables the defendant to make a more informed plea decision, minimizes the tactical and often unfair advantage to one side, and increases to some degree the opportunity for an accurate determination of guilt or innocence.
Discovery has evolved into a series of form filings, responses, and decisions. Judges should invest in discovery so that it meets its lofty ideals as to what must be turned over, when it must be turned over, and sanctions against the prosecutor for failing to turn it over.

*347 The judiciary has at its disposal several other mechanisms to help detect falsifications in police reports. In Brady v. Maryland, the Supreme Court held that a criminal defendant has a due process right to disclosure of evidence favorable to him and material to guilt or punishment. New York courts have often found greater protection for defendants on Brady-related claims than that granted by the federal courts. Subpoenas provide another avenue for prying loose police reports that might contain lies. While there is no constitutional right to subpoena government documents, trial judges do indeed have the discretionary authority to issue subpoenas duces tecum. New York's Freedom of Information Law (“FOIL”) was enacted to provide the public with access to government records. While the applicability of FOIL to pending criminal cases has generated much debate and litigation, the time is ripe for judges to reconsider FOIL requests as appropriate in particular cases.

The usual objection to expanded discovery devices is administrative. The police department, in particular, objects that it cannot function under the weight of too many subpoenas and FOIL requests. Should the courts be more concerned with police department complaints about a plethora of paperwork, or with making sure that every litigated case is free from corruption? Again, the Mollen Commission and the history of police scandals speak directly to that question. How better to track down falsifications in police reports than by making them available to the defense and the subject of thorough and probing cross-examination?

The prosecutor's special role is to seek justice, not merely convictions. Where was, and is, the prosecutor in this tale of rampant police falsification? How do prosecutors identify police perjury? What do they do when a police officer is found to be incredible? The fact is, a subsequent prosecution for perjury is altogether rare. The anecdotal evidence suggests that prosecutors often ignore manifestations of police corruption. In the course of ascribing blame and fault for flourishing police falsifications, the Mollen Commission added,

Officers and their immediate supervisors are not the only culprits in tolerating falsifications . . . the Department's top commanders must share the blame. Members of the law enforcement community, and particularly defense attorneys, told us that this same tolerance is sometimes exhibited among prosecutors. Indeed, several former and current prosecutors acknowledged--"off the record" --that perjury and falsifications are serious problems in law enforcement that, though not condoned, are ignored.

How did the District Attorneys respond to the knowledge that they were apparently regularly played like fools, or worse, exposed? When the nature and extent of police falsifications began to surface, the District Attorney of Brooklyn called the problem “significant,” and his counterpart in Queens termed it “terribly troublesome.” What sort of post-hoc grand rounds did they engage in to see how they missed all the testilying, reportilying, and related falsifications? What do they now do differently as a result? How have they incorporated the lessons of the Mollen Commission into their training about police credibility and the need for prosecutors to critically, and even skeptically, evaluate police officers' accounts of arrests?

These are critical questions. The prosecutor, after all, serves as the frontline or the gatekeeper to the criminal court. It is the prosecutor who interviews the arresting officer and decides whether to initiate criminal proceedings. The prosecutor's decision to file a criminal court accusatory instrument represents some form of vouching for the arresting officer. Their ability, and willingness, to carefully and accurately discern truth and ferret out lies is of paramount concern. Yet, administrative changes over the years have served to distance prosecutors from arresting officers, thereby making it much harder to assess credibility. It was once standard practice for the arresting officer to be interviewed by a prosecutor in-person shortly after the arrest. Today, more and more, the interview is conducted over the phone or through videoconferencing.

As a result,
the possibility of being trained to look for so-called telltale signs of lying (i.e., shifting in the seat; averting one's eyes; etc.) is rendered meaningless. 193

Other actions by prosecutors have the effect of making it harder, rather than easier, to detect police falsification. The New York State District Attorney's Association, in conjunction with the New York State Law Enforcement Council ("LEC"), has labored mightily to restrict the flow of information to the defense. As discussed above, New York's Freedom of Information Law provides public access to government records. 194 The LEC has supported legislation that exempts law enforcement agency records relating to pending criminal cases from FOIL. 195 If passed, this legislation would close a potential path to the discovery of police falsification. In People v. Ranghelle, the Court of Appeals held that reversal was the appropriate remedy whenever the prosecution failed to disclose any prior statements of a witness who testified at trial. 196 The *351 LEC steadfastly and aggressively advocated for the legislation that overruled Ranghelle by removing the automatic reversal remedy and substituting a harmless error analysis. 197

Putting aside the question of whether the Ranghelle rule did in fact result in many reversals, it is important to examine the impact of the rule. Given the fear of an automatic reversal, one would imagine that prosecutors were more diligent than ever before to track down and disclose every document connected to the case. What better way to uncover the existence of falsified reports? The prosecutors took a similar tack with respect to subpoenas, and joined with the police department in a concerted effort to reduce the numbers of judicial subpoenas duces tecum. 198 As a result of these policies, police reports remain buried, far away from the light of day.

Prosecutors must also reconsider the role of the guilty plea. Policies or practices that effectively punish defendants for litigating suppression issues and/or culpability result in overwhelming numbers of guilty pleas. 199 These pleas, in turn, result in unchecked, unmonitored police activity. As part of their justice-seeking function, prosecutors should endeavor to expose police actions to scrutiny from judges and juries.

Prosecutorial attitudes about the Criminal Court should reflect the seriousness of the charges for the accused, especially in the current climate where far-reaching collateral consequences attach to almost all convictions. 200 A former New York City Assistant District Attorney described how early in his career a supervisor advised him to calm down because he was "only dealing with misdemeanors." 201 That same former prosecutor writes that "[t]he *352 stakes for misdemeanants were never high." 202 Putting to the side the insensitivity and arrogance of those remarks, one can only hope that prosecutors currently appreciate the havoc that misdemeanor arrests can wreak on people's lives. It is not uncommon for the low-level, quality-of-life offense to lead to draconian sanctions ranging from deportation to eviction from public housing. 203

One commentator argues that the ethical lens has been pointed at the defense bar for too long, and he advocates turning it in the direction of the prosecution. 204 Others suggest, similarly, that it is appropriate to demand greater ethical conduct from prosecutors. 205 As one leading authority stated, as "a minister of justice to protect innocent persons from wrongful convictions," the prosecutor has "a duty to make an independent evaluation of the credibility of his witnesses, the reliability of forensic evidence, and the truth of the defendant's guilt" beyond that mandated by the ethical rules. 206 To date, prosecutors have been relatively free from oversight or critical review. 207 There are very few cases where disciplinary authorities have sanctioned prosecutors. 208 It is also rare for appellate courts to reverse convictions based on prosecutorial misconduct. 209 Apparently, prosecutors are also rarely disciplined within their own offices, even when an appellate court has found that they withheld exculpatory evidence. 210

It seems to be the case that prosecutors, as well as judges, are not simply oblivious to police falsifications. Rather, they are also too willing to turn a blind eye in that direction. As one commentator *353 asked rhetorically, "Is it possible that hundreds of thousands of transparent cases of police perjury are occurring every year in the courts of this country without prosecutors and judges knowing about it, and even encouraging it? I don't think so." 211 If indeed those who do not learn from history are doomed to repeat it, 212 then the Criminal Court must address the recurring, systemic problem of police falsification quickly. After all, we are already ten years into the next cycle.
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Chase, supra note 49, at 769 (“In all but the most egregious of cases ... a police officer faces no direct consequences of his or her violation.”); see Mollen Report, supra note 39, at 36 (“The challenge we face in combating police falsifications, is not only to prevent the underlying wrongdoing that spawns police falsifications but to eliminate the tolerance the Department and the criminal justice system exhibit about police who fail to tell the truth.”); Levenson, supra note 73, at 791 (“One can only assume that the officers who lied in the Rampart scandal felt emboldened to do so because they knew they could get away with it.”); Slobogin, supra note 48, at 1045 (arguing that police perjury persists because “police think they can get away with it”).
Mollen Report, supra note 39, at 36-37.

Trials put official behavior on public display; professionalism is reinforced and sloppy, dishonest or abusive conduct is exposed for correction. When it is extremely unlikely that a hearing or trial will ever examine the propriety of their conduct or the truthfulness of what they say, police officers inevitably become less concerned with how they make their arrests, conduct searches and treat defendants.

Caseload Crisis, supra note 33, at 15; see also Gerard E. Lynch, Our Administrative System of Criminal Justice, 66 Fordham L. Rev. 2117, 2146 (1998) (“fully-adjudicated cases may be too rare to serve as a meaningful check on the executive authorities,” and there are “too few misdemeanor trials to serve as an effective appeals process to regulate prosecutorial decisions”). The lack of trials is endemic to criminal justice systems. See, e.g., Stephanos Bibas, Plea Bargaining Outside the Shadow of Trial, 117 Harv. L. Rev. 2463, 2466 n.9 (2004) (noting that in 2000, about ninety-five percent of felony convictions in state courts were the result of guilty pleas).

In July-December 2003, nearly half of all cases arraigned in New York City Criminal Court were disposed of at arraignment. Guilty pleas accounted for almost two-thirds of those dispositions. N.Y. City Criminal Justice Agency, Inc., Annual Report 2003, at 16.

Pleas at arraignments fly directly in the face of the lawyer's constitutional and ethical duty to investigate. The American Bar Association Standards that govern defense attorneys provide that defense counsel should “conduct a prompt investigation of the circumstances of the case and explore all avenues leading to facts relevant to the merits of the case,” and “[u]nder no circumstances should defense counsel recommend to a defendant acceptance of a plea unless a full investigation ... has been completed.” ABA Standards for Criminal Justice: Prosecution Function and Defense Function §§ 4-4.1, 4-6.1 (1980).


See, e.g., Malcolm C. Feeley, The Process is the Punishment-- Handling Cases in a Lower Criminal Court 197 (1979); Levenson, supra note 73, at 792.

[W]ittingly or not, judges provide the additional hammer prosecutors and police officers need to coerce defendants to forego trial and their right to challenge the evidence. When judges routinely impose maximum sentences on those who go to trial, and much more lenient sentences on those who do not, the message to defendants is that there is a devastating cost to exercise their Sixth Amendment right to a fair trial.

Id.; Steven Zeidman, To Plead or Not to Plead: Effective Assistance and Client-Centered Counseling, 39 B.C. L. Rev. 841, 886 n.285 (1998). The New York State Commission on Judicial Conduct recently began investigating a complaint that judicial practices such as “one-time-only” offers, and threatening increased incarceration if the defendant is convicted after trial, are coercive. See Daniel Wise, Probe Examines Judges' Actions in Plea Process, N.Y. L.J., Apr. 1, 2005, at 1.

ABA Standards Relating to the Administration of Criminal Justice: Special Functions of the Trial Judge § 6-1.1 (3d ed. 2000).

Klein, supra note 87, at 1372.


See generally Chin & Wells, supra note 50, 248-50 (noting the prevalence and tolerance of police perjury in suppression hearings).

See, e.g., *People v. Mendoza*, 624 N.E.2d 1017 (N.Y. 1993). The court in Mendoza addressed the requirements of N.Y. Crim. Proc. Law § 710.60 regarding what the defense must allege in a suppression motion in order to merit a hearing. The Court stated that the factual allegations should be evaluated by the face of the pleadings, and assessed in conjunction with the context of the motion and the defendant's access to information. *Mendoza*, 624 N.E.2d at 1021. Commentators have observed that trial courts are increasingly applying Mendoza to deny defense motions for suppression hearings. See, e.g., Brooks Holland, *Defendants in Possession Cases Face a Dilemma in Pleading Standing*, N.Y. L.J., June 30, 1999, at 1.

U.S. Const. amend. VI (“In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right ... to be confronted with the witnesses against him.”).


For a discussion of the defendant's right to fully cross-examine the prosecution's witnesses at a suppression hearing, see generally *People v. Edwards*, 741 N.E.2d 876 (N.Y. 2000), and *People v. Williamson*, 588 N.E.2d 68 (N.Y. 1991).

The prosecution has the burden of going forward with evidence that shows a constitutional basis for the arrest. See *People v. Parris*, 632 N.E.2d 870, 872 (N.Y. 1994). A police officer testifying at a suppression hearing can establish probable cause by personal knowledge or by information provided by others. See *People v. Washington*, 663 N.E.2d 1253, 1254 (N.Y. 1996); *Parris*, 632 N.E.2d at 873. It is not always the case, however, that hearsay will suffice. See, e.g., *People v. Ketcham*, 712 N.E.2d 1238, 1241-43 (N.Y. 1999); *People v. Gonzalez*, 600 N.E.2d 238, 238-39 (N.Y. 1992).

232 U.S. 383 (1914).


Elkins, 364 U.S. at 217.


Only occasional and more flagrant abuses come to the attention of the courts, and then only those where the search and seizure yields incriminating evidence and the defendant is at least sufficiently compromised to be indicted. If the officers raid a home, an office, or stop and search an automobile but find nothing incriminating, this invasion of the personal liberty of the innocent too often finds no practical redress. There may be, and I am convinced that there are, many unlawful searches of homes and automobiles of innocent people which turn up nothing incriminating, in which no arrest is made, about which the courts do nothing, and about which we never hear. Courts can protect the innocent against such invasions only indirectly and through the medium of excluding evidence obtained against those who frequently are guilty.

Brinegar, 338 U.S. at 181 (Jackson, J., disssenting).

See, e.g., Katz, supra note 54, at 481 (the message that the government must obey the law while enforcing it is “lost when trial judges deny motions to suppress pro forma”).


Id. at 415 (emphasis added).


Even the Supreme Court is weighing in. In his speech at the American Bar Association's annual meeting, Justice Stephen G. Breyer urged the development of problem-solving courts. See Molly McDonough, ABA Notes: Breyer on Supreme Civility, Nat'l L.J., Aug. 20, 2001, at A15.
Judge Kaye's efforts in this regard have received national attention and recognition. She was awarded the National Center for State Courts' 1999 William H. Rehnquist Award for Judicial Excellence based on her "innovative, problem-solving approach to justice." See Today's News Update, N.Y. L.J., Nov. 10, 1999, at 1. There are almost thirty problem-solving courts operating presently in New York City alone. See Rayner, supra note 1, at 1049 n.63. There are already more than 1000 problem-solving courts nationwide. Greg Berman & John Feinblatt, Beyond Process and Precedent: The Rise of Problem Solving Courts, 41 Judges' J. 1, 6 (2002).


Id.

Id. at 279-80.


See, e.g., Greg Berman, What is a Traditional Judge Anyway?, 84 Judicature 78, 83 (Sept./Oct. 2000) ("[T]he system from which the problem-solving courts have emerged was a failure on any count.") (statement of panelist Ellen Schall).


See, e.g., Berman, supra note 118, at 80 (responding to the question, “What are the conditions that have created problem-solving courts?” New York State's Chief Judge, Judith Kaye, said, “Unquestionably, the first modern day reality that you have to look at is the number of cases in the state courts, which are huge.” Judge Kaye added that “We have many, many more quality-of-life crimes.”); Berman & Feinblatt, supra note 111, at 128 (citing “rising caseloads” as among the most important forces contributing to the development of problem-solving courts, and specifically mentioning the “explosion” in quality-of-life cases in New York City).

See supra note 10.

See supra notes 38-39 and accompanying text.

See supra note 10.

The Knapp Commission was established in 1970 by an Executive Order of Mayor John V. Lindsay. Ward, supra note 41, at 45 n.2. The Commission submitted its report in December 1972. Id.; Sean Gardiner, Badges of Dishonor, Newsday, Mar. 14, 2005, at A7. Among the Commission's findings was “a police department that was completely permeated by an attitude of permissiveness and tolerance for low-level corruption.” Michael Armstrong, Police Corruption: An Historical Overview, 40 N.Y.L. Sch. L. Rev. 59, 60 (1995). The NYPD's shift back to pre-Knapp Commission policies raised the spectre of the reemergence of the types of corruption that Knapp uncovered. See, e.g., Purdy, supra note 10 (“The police had become specialists, partly out of fear of corruption.”); Kelling, supra note 11 (“As the NYPD devolves authority to precinct commanders and below, how will it prevent corruption?”); George James, Police Project on Street Vice Goes Citywide, N.Y. Times, July 6, 1994 (“[T]he new policy departs from the practices instituted following the Knapp Commission era 20 years ago, when the department, seeking to fight corruption in local precincts, emphasized the use of specialized units to address local conditions.”).


“In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to ... Assistance of Counsel for his defence.” U.S. Const. amend. VI. The right to counsel incorporates the right to the effective assistance of counsel. See, e.g., McMann v. Richardson, 397 U.S. 759, 771 (1970) (defendants are “entitled to the effective assistance of counsel”).


Lynch, supra note 84, at 2118.

See, e.g., Cait Clarke & James Neuhard, “From Day One”: Who's in Control as Problem Solving and Client-Centered Sentencing Take Center Stage?, 29 N.Y.U. Rev. L. & Soc. Change 11, 28 (2004) (“These specialized courts are essentially extended sentencing courts designed to support ongoing relationships and monitoring of the offender by a judge and professional service providers who work for the court.”); Jane M. Spinak, Why Defenders Feel Defensive: The Defender's Role in Problem-Solving Courts, 40 Am. Crim. L. Rev. 1617, 1623 (2003) (“[T]here needs to be a more thorough analysis of when the clients' due process rights are appropriately incorporated into the problem-solving court rather than assuming these rights get in the way of achieving good outcomes for clients.”).

See Clarke & Neuhard, supra note 134, at 30; Morris B. Hoffman, The Drug Court Scandal, 78 N.C. L. Rev. 1437, 1533 (2000) (“In their mad rush to dispose of cases, drug courts are risking the due process rights of defendants and turning all of us--judges, staff, prosecutors, and public defenders alike--into cogs in an out-of-control case-processing machine.”); Spinak, supra note 134, at 1620 (regarding the “current trend in drug court procedure of requiring a guilty plea or waiver of other due process rights as a condition of entering treatment, rather than permitting the defendant to begin treatment without entering a plea”). But see Feinblatt et al., supra note 132, at 33 (suggesting that some problem-solving courts have procedures that “improve upon the current climate of coercion”).

See, e.g., Feinblatt & Denckla, supra note 128, at 210 (“In problem-solving courts, the criminal justice system is consciously shifting resources out of the process of adjudicating legal guilt and innocence and into treatment services because we don't want to spend so much time playing adversarial games if defendants are going to end up pleading guilty anyway.”) (statement by panelist Scott Newman); id. (“[G]overnment accountability may be swept aside in order for defendants to access treatment.”); Kaye, supra note 125, at 4 (“You do not see a lot of litigating in this court—in fact almost all of the defendants plead guilty. The focus in the Treatment Court is not on adjudicating past facts, it is on changing future behavior.”)

See Berman, supra note 118, at 82 (quoting one judge's view that “When you try and channel the energies of social change into the judicial branch, it's not a good fit”); Nolan, supra note 93, at 1541 (supporters of problem-solving courts “argue that the need for legal change is heightened by the failure of traditional institutions to handle a growing number of social problems”).

One commentator suggests that problem-solving courts seek to address “the underlying problems of individual litigants, the structural problems of the justice system, and the social problems of communities.” Berman, supra note 118, at 78.


See, e.g., Zeidman, supra note 88, at 873 n.200.

See, e.g., Jonathan D. Casper, American Criminal Justice--The Defendant's Perspective 106 (1972) (“Most of the men reported that among the first words uttered by their public defender were: ‘I can get you [--] if you plead guilty.’”); Alan F. Arcuri, Lawyers, Judges, and Plea Bargaining: Some New Data on Inmates' Views, 4 Int'l J. Criminology & Penology 177, 183 (1976) (defendants “reported that they were pressured into pleading guilty”); Glen Wilkerson, Public Defenders as Their Clients See Them, 1 Am. J. Crim. L. 141, 143 (1972) (“[R]eal or imagined pressure to plead guilty is a frequent complaint of defender clients.”).

In fact, drug court clients typically sign forms waiving a host of constitutional rights in order to participate in a drug court, including the right to trial by jury, the right to a speedy trial, the right to a preliminary hearing, and the requirement of probable cause for a search and seizure.

Nolan, supra note 93, at 1559.

See, e.g., CJA Research Brief, supra note 6, at 4 (eighty-four percent of those arrested for non-felonies in 1998 were African-American or Latino).

*M. Dumas*, 497 N.E.2d at 687.


Id. § 100.40(4)(b).

*Dumas*, 497 N.E.2d at 687.

*N.Y. Crim. Proc. Law § 100.15*. 

Id. at 75 (Bellacosa, J., concurring).

Id.

N.Y. Penal Law § 220.03 (McKinney 2003).

While many judges decline to hear oral sufficiency challenges at arraignments, it seems apparent that, not only should they entertain such motions, they are in fact obligated to do so. See N.Y. Crim. Proc. Law § 140.45; People v. Hernandez, 770 N.E.2d 566, 566 (N.Y. 2002); People v. Machado, 698 N.Y.S.2d 416, 419 (Crim. Ct. 1999). The Constitution mandates that a reasonable cause determination be made by a judge “promptly” after a defendant has been arrested without a warrant. Gerstein v. Pugh, 420 U.S. 103, 125 (1975); see also N.Y. Crim. Proc. Law § 140.20 (persons arrested must be arraigned without unnecessary delay); County of Riverside v. McLaughlin, 500 U.S. 44, 55-57 (1991) (a probable cause determination coupled with arraignment must generally take place within forty-eight hours of arrest); People ex rel. Maxian v. Brown, 568 N.Y.S.2d 575, 577 (App. Div. 1990), aff’d, 77 N.Y.2d 422 (1991) (a delay of more than twenty-four hours between arrest and arraignment is presumptively unreasonable).

Mollen Report, supra note 39, at 36.


[t]he function of a bill of particulars is to “define more specifically the crime or crimes charged ... or, in other words, to provide clarification” by furnishing information as to the substance of the factual allegations. Thus its office is to give the defendant information regarding the circumstances underlying the accusation, or its context, so that the defendant understands precisely what it is he or she is to defend against.

Peter Preiser, N.Y. Crim. Proc. Law § 200.95, Practice Commentaries.

See, e.g., James A. Yates, Discovery Provision is Misunderstood, N.Y. L.J., Oct. 14, 2003, at 2 (“As one of the principals involved in the drafting of Article 240, I feel compelled to point out that Article 240 was intended to advance, not restrict, discovery.”).


Id.

See, e.g., Dorfman, supra note 64, at 496-97; Yates, supra note 169 (discussing the court's discretionary authority to order discovery).

See, e.g., Levenson, supra note 73, at 792 (“[J]udges often allow prosecutors to skirt their responsibility to turn over timely discovery ....”).

N.Y. Crim. Proc. Law § 240.40. See Brad Middlekauff, Criminal Discovery in New York State: A Report to the New York State Assembly Codes Committee 58 (1992) (discussing, inter alia, the use of sanctions for discovery violations). Inadequate pretrial discovery has many other adverse consequences. See e.g., Jenny Roberts, Too Little, Too Late:
Ineffective Assistance of Counsel, the Duty to Investigate, and Pretrial Discovery in Criminal Cases, 31 Fordham Urb. L.J. 1097 (2004) (discussing how insufficient discovery, and the corresponding inability to fully investigate, leads to ineffective assistance of counsel).

175 373 U.S. 83, 87 (1963); see Giglio v. United States, 405 U.S. 150, 153-54 (1972).


177 N.Y. Crim. Proc. Law art. 610.


179 See, e.g., People v. Bagley, 720 N.Y.S.2d 454, 455 (App. Div. 2001) (finding that the defendant must provide a factual predicate that the documents sought would bear relevant and exculpatory evidence); Yates, supra note 169.


181 See, e.g., Legal Aid Soc'y v. N.Y. City Police Dep't, 713 N.Y.S.2d 3, 4 (App. Div. 2000); Gould v. N.Y. City Police Dep't, 675 N.E.2d 808, 812 (N.Y. 1996) (finding that the police department's “complaint follow-up report” was not entitled to blanket protection under one of FOIL's enumerated exemptions).

182 See Jeremy Travis & Thomas P. Doepfner, Using Subpoenas to Obtain Police Records, N.Y. L.J., May 21, 1993, at 1 (discussing the costs to the police department of judicial subpoenas duces tecum).


184 See, e.g., Cloud, supra note 49, at 1313 (“Occasionally police officers are prosecuted for perjury, and from time to time they are punished. These cases are unusual, however, and undoubtedly represent only a fraction of the cases in which perjury has occurred.”); Irving Younger, The Perjury Routine, Nation, May 8, 1967, at 596 (“The policeman is as likely to be indicted for perjury by his co-worker, the prosecutor, as he is to be struck down by thunderbolts from an avenging heaven.”).

185 The Mollen Commission reported about a practice referred to as “collars-for-dollars.” Mollen Report, supra note 39, at 39. This scheme involved officers making unlawful arrests timed conveniently to generate overtime pay for the arresting officer. Id. According to the Commission, this practice was “widely known to officers, police supervisors, and prosecutors alike.” Id.; see also Rosanna Cavallaro, Police and Thieves, 96 Mich. L. Rev. 1435, 1448 (1998) (reviewing H. Richard Uviller, Virtual Justice: The Flawed Prosecution of Crime in America (1996)) (asserting that the prosecutors who worked with the corrupt officers “demonstrated a level of knowledge that amounts to complicity”).
186 Mollen Report, supra note 39, at 41-42; see Sexton, supra note 81 (“‘No one looks down on it,’ said one former prosecutor in Manhattan, who asked to remain anonymous. ‘Taking money is considered dirty, but perjury for the sake of an arrest is accepted.’”).

187 Sexton, supra note 81.

188 See, e.g., Erwin Chemerinsky, The Role of Prosecutors in Dealing with Police Abuse: The Lessons of Los Angeles, 8 Va. J. Soc. Pol'y & L. 305, 308 (2001) (discussing what the prosecutors could have done to better prevent the police scandal in Los Angeles, and what they should do in the future to prevent such abuses).

189 Id. at 305 (“Prosecutors are thus in a unique role to oversee and monitor the conduct of the police.”).

190 Id. at 310 (addressing the reluctance of some prosecutors to challenge police officers' accounts of the arrest).

191 Id. at 316 (arguing that prosecutors have a responsibility to “question and evaluate” police officers' credibility, especially since so many cases are resolved without a trial).


193 This is but another example of the ways the Criminal Court emphasizes efficiency at the expense of truthseeking. Not that long ago, the arresting officer had to speak with a prosecutor face-to-face, and also had to appear in court at the arraignment. See, e.g., E.R. Shipp, Prearraignment System to be Used by Morgenthau, N.Y. Times, June 6, 1982, at 32. In both situations, the officer was subject to being questioned about the circumstances surrounding the arrest. Id. As we move closer to a form of virtual justice, the arresting officer becomes increasingly insulated from any meaningful questioning about his or her behavior. In similar fashion, “[m]ost assistant district attorneys do not appear in court to ‘cover’ their cases; rather the day's docket is handled by ADAs assigned to a courtroom part who rely on written instructions provided by the ADA assigned to each respective case.” Rayner, supra note 1, at 1063 n.79. This practice of prosecution by note often deprives the court and defense counsel of vital information during case conferences, and also distances the prosecutor from the accused; it is not uncommon for a prosecutor to never actually see the person she is prosecuting.

194 See supra notes 180-81 and accompanying text.


196 N.Y. Crim. Proc. Law §§ 240.44, 240.45 (McKinney 2005); 503 N.E.2d 1011 (N.Y. 1986); see Mark M. Baker, The ‘Rosario’ Per Se Rule: Rest in Peace, N.Y. L.J., Mar. 14, 2001, at 1 (automatic reversal was the remedy if the prosecutor failed to disclose prior statements, memoranda, or other materials in their possession relating to the subject matter of the witness's testimony).

197 See, e.g., Charles J. Hynes, Open Discovery Law Seen as Separate Issue, N.Y. L.J., Apr. 16, 1996, at 2 (“For the past eight years the District Attorneys' Association has sought legislation to overrule the decision[s] in People v. Ranghelle ...
failure to turn over any prior written or recorded statement of a witness at trial is per se reversible error.”). In 2000, the legislature eliminated the so-called Ranghelle rule. N.Y. Crim. Proc. Law § 240.75 (effective 2/1/01).

198 See Travis & Doepfner, supra note 182 (“Over the past few years, the [police] department has pursued an aggressive litigation program, in cooperation with the District Attorney's offices, in an attempt to reduce the number of inappropriately issued subpoenas.”).

199 See supra note 88 and accompanying text. Judges also use the threat of a higher sentence to disincline defendants from litigating their cases. Id.


201 Heilbroner, supra note 58, at 26.

202 Id. at 51. That attitude might explain the practice of a supervisor who “regularly called emergency meetings of the rookies at which he pressed us to request higher bail and make fewer plea-bargains, since the statistics were down.” Id. at 62.

203 See, e.g., Rayner, supra note 1, at 1049.

204 Dershowitz, supra note 49, at 20.

205 Green, supra note 79, at 1576.

206 Gershman, supra note 79, at 337.


211 Dershowitz, supra note 49, at 17; see Slobogin, supra note 48, at 1046 (referring to a study finding “stunning evidence of prosecutorial and judicial nonchalance”); Chase, supra note 49, at 775 (stating need to “encourage prosecutors and judges to be more critical in their evaluation of police officer accounts of their criminal investigations”).
George Santayana, The Life of Reason: Introduction and Reason in Common Sense 284 (Charles Scribner's Sons 2d ed. 1936) (1905) ("Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.").